Animal models have been tremendously useful to translational research, but there is a need to maximize their predictive value to human disease. This Comment proposes novel strategies that consider evolutionary history and the presence, absence or modification of molecular networks in one species that are being studied in the other.
T he visionary physicians Rudolf Virchow and William Osler advanced the 'One Health' concept 1 , according to which human wellness and animal wellness are linked. In line with this paradigm, comparative medicine relies on animal models of disease to enable translational research by providing living systems in which the effect of discrete molecular manipulations can be examined in complex physiological contexts. However, even the best models are, by definition, an approximation and may vary in their fidelity to the induction and progression of human disease 2 . We believe that the limitations of comparative medicine arise in part from the historical use of reductionist approaches that focused on a limited number of molecules in specific signaling or metabolic pathways. With the explosion of '-omics' technologies, complex molecular profiles and networks can now be assembled and compared between species in healthy or diseased states. These approaches provide a system-wide context for focused studies of disease-associated molecules of interest. The challenge that has emerged is the need for fresh analytical frameworks that consider the complex connectivity of molecular networks in a comparative context. Evolutionary systems biology is an emerging discipline that aims to delineate how evolution jointly shapes genomes, molecular networks and phenotypes (Fig. 1 ). Humans and mice derive from a common mammalian ancestor but have evolved independently in distinct biospheres over ~90 million years. This evolutionary process is responsible for the similarities between humans and mice that enable biomedical research and for the differences that must be transcended. Here we introduce some fundamental concepts and technical challenges in evolutionary systems biology. We hope to encourage more systematic efforts to map and analyze systems-level similarities and differences between humans and animal models. Such efforts would shed light onto which pathways are more likely to 'translate' between species and would almost certainly reveal surprising evolutionary scenarios while providing context for, and helping in the prediction, interpretation and leveraging of, differences that arise from species' independent evolutionary histories.
Employing an evolutionary systemsbiology approach would probably benefit all areas of medicine, but among these, immunological connectivity presents a remarkable opportunity. Immunological networks are initiated when innate cells are activated by 'danger signals' that lead to the production of mediators that recruit and activate other leukocytes. Subsequently, antigen-specific adaptive responses emerge that entail scores of ligands, cytokines, metabolites, receptors, signaling pathways and integrated transcriptional responses. The vast number of cell types and molecular pathways involved in innate and adaptive immune responses present many similarities as well as important differences between mice and humans, as reviewed elsewhere 3 . We propose that the ideal approach to comparing animal models to immunity in humans will consider the evolutionary history of the genomes, epigenomes and molecular networks that mediate phenotypes in the animal's respective biospheres -an evolutionary systemsbiology approach.
The illusion of similarity
According to a survey of over 7,000 clinical trials performed in the past decade, 90% of treatment regimens fail to progress from phase I to approval 4 . We suggest that a number of these failures are due to an 'illusion of similarity' that masks the inability to predict to what extent animal models inform human medicine (Table 1) . Consider, for example, inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), including Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC), which arise due to exaggerated host responses to the microbiota in genetically susceptible hosts.
In most mouse models of IBD, it appears as disease in the colon and resembles UC more than CD, which classically affects the ileum. Examination of the inflammation in models of IBD reveals that it has several similarities to the inflammation of human disease, including both innate immune responses and adaptive immune responses. For example, expression of the proinflammatory cytokine TNF is increased in diseased humans and most animal models of IBD, and the use of antibody to TNF is often an effective therapeutic strategy in both species. However, these similarities distract from key differences. For example, the fibrotic lesions that affect approximately one third of human patients affected with CD for over 10 years have been difficult to mimic in animal models.
The molecular distinctions between UC and CD were initially based on cytokine profiles in animal models, which led to the notion that the T H 1 subset of helper T cells is associated with CD and the T H 2 subset is associated with UC. Subsequently, human genome-wide association studies demonstrated that the immunopathogenesis is more complex. Significant mutations in T H 2 cell-related genes are not readily associated with disease in humans, while many other loci, including genes encoding components of the IL-17 pathway, are linked to both CD and UC 5 . The gene encoding IL-17A is conserved between human and rodents, and its expression is increased in the colon of humans with IBD and in many mouse models of colitis. Some studies have linked IL-17 to the pathogenesis of colitis in mice, but other reports suggest it is protective 6 , a paradoxical observation that perhaps was overlooked until treatment with antibody to IL-17 was shown to exacerbate IBD in humans 6 . Thus, an apparent similarity in the expression of a gene in animal models and human disease provided tragically limited insight into the complexities of biology and disease. These errors are perhaps a posteriori attributable comment to the use of a reductionist approach. Could such failures in drug development have been predicted with an evolutionary systemsbiology approach?
Principles of molecular evolution
Evolution is the process through which populations and species change over successive generations. Natural selection is what makes individual organisms with certain phenotypes reproduce more successfully than others in their environments, shaping the frequency of these phenotypes in the population. Many intrinsic (for example, neuroendocrine) factors and extrinsic (for example, biosphere) factors impart selective pressures on the phenotypic expression of different genotypes. Consider how host-microbe interactions are species specific. Mice resemble humans in being omnivorous, but in the wild, they are exposed to diverse microbial populations and they are also coprophagic. In contrast, humans live in conditions that range from less hygienic to perhaps overly sanitary. The immune systems of mice and humans are thus evolving under very different selective pressures. However, the plasticity of immunological responses to varying biospheres and microbiota is thought to be a highly evolved trait in animals 7 . Perhaps as a result of this evolved plasticity, aspects of the immune system of mice in the laboratory more closely resemble those of neonatal humans, while co-housing laboratory mice with field mice 'humanizes' the transcriptional profile of memory T cell populations to mimic that of such populations in adult humans 8 , and humanizing mice with the microbiota of diseased humans can model human disease 9 . A given genotype may confer both beneficial phenotypes and deleterious phenotypes, depending on the environment. For example, several alleles encoding molecules that provide protection against bacterial infection are associated with autoimmune diseases, including lupus and celiac disease 10 . Phenotypic expression of a given genotype also depends on the overall genome context, whether within species (predispositions) or between species. It is not uncommon that aminoacid substitutions associated with disease in humans correspond to the product of the wild-type allele of the orthologous gene in another species, as in autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome 11 .
Often the effect of a specific phenotype on fitness is too subtle for natural selection to take hold rapidly. The frequencies of the underlying alleles are then essentially independent of the conferred phenotype, and their evolution can be modeled via the laws of random sampling. This phenomenon is known as 'genetic drift' . When such nearly neutral mutations are governed by genetic drift, their fate depends on the size of the inbreeding population, with weakly deleterious alleles expected to be purged more efficiently in larger populations than in smaller ones 12 . This leads to distributions of within-species genetic variability that are vastly different between mice and humans, with human protein-coding genes exhibiting, for example, a higher ratio of divergence at nonsynonymous sites relative to synonymous sites than their counterparts in mice 13 . Variation in protein-sequences often results from genetic drift, but in rare yet significant occasions, this reflects positive selection for a beneficial change. The latter is thought to be at play for many immunesystem-related genes 14 . Phagocytosis receptors, signaling proteins and proteins involved in microbial defense tend to have very rapidly evolving protein sequences 14 . Antimicrobial peptides such as defensins exhibit highly variable copy numbers 3 . The rapid evolution of the immune-system genome is akin to a molecular 'arms race' between pathogens and their hosts. How do these evolution-driven changes in genecopynumbers and protein sequences affect cellular pathways and phenotypes differently in different species? modeling the evolution of molecular networks A central tenet of systems biology is that genotype-phenotype relationships are mediated by dynamic 'interactome' networks that reflect interactions between gene products and other biomolecules, including those of environmental origin. In these network representations, gene products and biomolecules are depicted as 'nodes' , while their pairwise relationships are depicted as 'edges' (lines) that represent either physical interactions or functional associations. Network edges are mediated by the underlying sequences and structures of linked nodes. The array of genetic similarities and differences between animal models and humans thus transposes to an evolutionary rewiring of their interactome networks (Fig. 2) that, we argue, can be mapped and modeled for an improved perspective on evolutionary medicine.
Independently of evolutionary considerations, network-based modeling has provided powerful insights into the effect of genetic variation on medically relevant networks. For example, Mendelian mutations may result in node losses Systems biology examines how complex molecular networks mediate genotype-phenotype relationships within an organism. Phenotypes feed back on genotypes through their effect on fitness, which influences the probability that genotypes are propagated across generations. Evolutionary systems biology is concerned with the joint evolution of genotypes, networks and phenotypes. An evolutionary systems-biology approach would shed light on the cross-species translation problem by considering that molecular networks in two extant species derive from a common ancestor but have diverged due in part to exposure to different environments and selective pressures. comment (nonsense mutations) or, alternatively, may trigger interaction-specific 'edgetic' ('edgespecific genetic') perturbations, including the removal or addition of specific edges while others remain unperturbed 15 (Fig. 2) . We encourage adapting these concepts and associated techniques to the study of how evolutionarily driven genetic variation yields node losses and gains, as well as edgetic perturbations. Through careful and unbiased mapping of medically relevant networks in mice and humans, ancestral networks could be reconstructed for a process of interest to identify relevant gains and losses of nodes and edges. The edges of orthologous nodes could be compared, for example, to determine if they have retained an ancestral function or not. This framework could also be quantitative rather than binary and could consider edgetic changes in edge strength or condition-dependent dynamics. When edgetic rewiring is found, structural modeling could be coupled with evolutionary modeling to determine whether the sequence changes responsible for the edge perturbations have occurred through drift or in response to selective pressures. Deploying edgetic mapping and modeling undoubtedly represents a substantial effort relative to more traditional practices, but the reward of providing context and molecular mechanisms associated with a disease process across species would expose new information that has not been examined thus far.
Network-based approaches promise to reveal surprising evolutionary scenarios. For example, orthologs with very similar sequences might have vastly different interaction partners, since network edges are mediated by the underlying sequences and structures of both linked nodes. This is the case for many regulatory interactions, in which transcription factors are highly conserved but the DNA motifs to which they bind are highly variable in sequence and location within the large intergenic regions of mammalian genomes 16 . Interestingly, despite vast differences in protein-DNA binding events, the actual expression levels of genes can be well correlated between mouse and human 17 . This suggests that among a large amount of network rewiring, compensatory changes might lead to functional conservation. Cellular networks are, by nature, modular: groups of nodes are more closely connected with each other than with other nodes. Such network modules can correspond to protein complexes or pathways or to genes co-regulated by the same transcription factors, for example. We are tempted to speculate that evolutionarily driven genetic variations with edgetic consequences affect the composition and wiring of cellular systems and might contribute to species-specific gains and losses of entire modules. Future research into evolutionary edgetics will undoubtedly elucidate the mechanistic similarities and differences between immune-systemmediated disease modules across species.
evolution complicates comparative studies
Despite their great theoretical promise, evolutionary systems-biology approaches are currently hampered by experimental and analytical challenges. It is not uncommon for scientists to arrive at drastically different conclusions when investigating the simple question of whether '-omics' profiles or networks are conserved or divergent across species. For example, studies of transcript levels and splice-variant structures in human and mouse immune-system-related cell types and conditions have reported both great levels of similarity and vast differences [18] [19] [20] . Even when the underlying datasets are shared, conflicting conclusions can be drawn due to the use of different analytical methods 18, 20 . Indeed, when it comes to comparative '-omics' analyses, the devil is in the details.
The difficulty stems from the fact that technical, biological and evolutionary sources of variation are at play simultaneously (Fig. 3) . First, technical sensitivity and specificity complicate quantitative comparisons in virtually all '-omics' assays. For example, samples sequenced with different read depths will seem to be distinct even if they are in fact identical. Statistical analyses require that many choices be made (for example, P-value cutoffs, etc.), often somewhat arbitrarily, that typically cannot be generalized across all genes and conditions considered. As statistical analyses are intrinsically dependent on technical sensitivity and specificity, they can rarely be compared across datasets that were not generated in parallel, which complicates comparative meta-analyses. These issues plague all comparative studies, whether they involve different species or not. A current goal of bioinformatics research is to develop refined methodologies that tease apart the technical and biological differences between '-omics' datasets.
In the case of cross-species comparisons, an additional complication is that the objects whose expression or interaction patterns are being compared are simply not the same,for reasons related to evolution. The human genome and mouse genome each contain ~20,000 protein-coding genes, among which ~14,000 can be mapped between the two species as 'one-to-one orthologs' with, on average, ~80% sequence identity 21 ; that is, phylogenetic reconstructions predict that ~14,000 genes in the human and mouse genomes share a direct common ancestor. However, the sequence similarities and predicted shared ancestries of these genes mask important differences, including, for example, the fact that > 20% of essential human genes have non-essential mouse orthologs 22 . About 2,000 human and mouse genes resulted from gene duplications that occurred in the past 90 million years, which has rendered the copy numbers of ancestral genes different between the species. This probably has functional consequences, since retained . Despite the fact that most human and mouse genes share common ancestry, their sequence and copy numbers have changed such that they are no longer always functionally equivalent.
In addition, 4,000-5,000 human and mouse protein-coding genes lack evidence of shared ancestry. Whether they diverged so far in sequence space that they have become unrecognizable between the two species or whether they emerged de novo since the split between rodents and primates 24 , 20% of human and mouse genes are simply not shared. Their expression, interaction patterns and activities might underlie species-specific phenotypes or, alternatively, might mediate ancestral functions in novel ways. In either case, they must participate in molecular networks that are species specific, and including them in comparative analyses presents a fundamental challenge.
In order to pair biological responses across species and compare them, choices must be made, such as whether to consider only one-to-one orthologs to the exclusion of the rest of the genome, or whether to impose a given sequence-similarity threshold to designate a pair of equivalent genes. Such choices weaken comparative analyses by masking the aspects of the systems-level context that are most probably harboring critical differences among species. Interpretations are often dependent on these technical choices. For example, quantitative comparisons of transcription-factor occupancy across species can yield drastically different results depending on the sequencesimilarity threshold chosen to determine which portions of the genomes are considered in the analysis 25 . Thus, comparative studies require broader quantitative consideration than 'conservation versus divergence' and must encompass careful examination of the various sources of technical, biological and evolutionary variation at play.
Improving translation of biology between species
The aim of this Comment was to convey the opportunities presented by evolutionary systems biology in the context of comparative immunology. These opportunities will not only improve the power of 'translating' between humans and models but also lead to answers to many long-standing and fascinating fundamental questions. How can it be determined if two orthologous genes have conserved functions? How do new genes acquire new functions? Which genetic changes trigger the rewiring of molecular interactions? How do novel cellular machinery and molecular pathways evolve? These and other questions can be addressed in the context of animal models of disease by focusing on four areas of research development. The first is coherent data generation, with systematic mapping of molecular networks and '-omics' surveys for animals and human, in both healthy and diseased tissues, with matching protocols in parallel. The second area is refinement of comparative '-omics' practices, with the development of analytical frameworks for meaningful assessment of cross-species differences, beyond 'conservation versus divergence' . The third is evolutionary reconstruction, with models for the natural spread of molecular traits relevant to disease predisposition, together with the strength of drift and/or selective pressure acting on sequences and networks of interest. And fourth, critical environmental factors (such as dietary, microbial, emotional and physiological stressors, environmental context relevant to the human life stage of interest) should be included in the analysis.
Those four research axes have the potential to identify the mechanistic underpinnings of cross-species differences through the use of evolutionary network modeling. In some cases, molecular distinctions might hide functional similarities that would allow animal models to be immediately useful. It is likely that some pathways in humans are not represented in mice and therefore understanding of their function or the identification of drug targets will be limited. This is why it will be important to incorporate an evolutionary approach into future experimental designs that consider the plasticity and complexity of molecular networks. Such an approach can delineate biological function within species, and, relevant to the challenge of translation from mice to men, help make sense, both retrospectively and prospectively, of the disparities between them. ❐ Peter B. Ernst Fig. 2 , networks can entail distinct nodes and edges in comparisons of species. In addition, several challenges affect the evaluation of these networks, with misleading results. For example, variation in experimental measurements can lead to false-positive or false-negative edges (middle), or analyses might be restricted to shared ancestral nodes (bottom). The challenge is to estimate properties of the real networks based only on the observed networks.
